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Abstract
We introduce the concept of LabLinking: a technology-based interconnection of
experimental laboratories across institutions, disciplines, cultures, languages, and time
zones - in other words experiments without borders. In particular, we introduce
LabLinking levels (LLL), which define the degree of tightness of empirical
interconnection between labs. We describe the technological infrastructure in terms of
hard- and software required for the respective LLLs and present examples of linked
laboratories along with insights about the challenges and benefits. In sum, we argue that
linked labs provide a unique platform for a continuous exchange between scientists and
experimenters, thereby enabling a time synchronous execution of experiments performed
with and by decentralized user and researchers, improving outreach and ease of subject
recruitment, allowing to establish new experimental designs and to incorporate a
panoply of complementary biosensors, devices, hard- and software solutions.

1

Introduction

Human behavior and human-decision making are frequently studied in laboratory
experiments. Typical experiments leverage continuous recordings of participants’ speech,
motion, brain activity, and other processes, resulting in a variety of high-dimensional
biosignals [1]. Due to the range and complexity of signals, setups, devices, and research
questions, laboratories often specialize in the study of certain aspects of human behavior
or capturing of particular biosignals [2, 3], or behavioral responses [4–6]. While
specialization is often the prerequisite for mastering a task, it can also reduce options in
the sense that researchers are bound to the available hardware and software, and thus
are limited to certain modalities and biosignals, to investigation and analysis
approaches, to physical environments, to the amount of concurrently recordable
participants, and to the skills, features, and language of participants, to name only a
few potential limitations.
We want to overcome these limitations by introducing a new experimental approach
termed LabLinking. LabLinking refers to interconnecting people in spatially distributed
labs, who participate in joint experiments while sharing a common task.
Without loss of generality, we introduce examples of LabLinking to study various
interaction forms and decision-making situations. By tightly interconnecting labs with
each other, more complementary sensors and measuring devices become available,
synergies of local expertise can be leveraged, and larger study samples could be achieved
by attracting participants to the distributed locations. In addition, the distributed
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locations of the linked labs allow for qualitatively new perspectives, since the impact of
different time zones, languages, environments etc. to the forms of interaction also might
be approached in an ecologically valid sense.

2

Linking Labs and People

Labs can be linked on different levels of tightness, we refer to this as Lab-Linking-Level
(LLL). With increasing LLL the linking quality improves with respect to richness and
quality of participants’ interaction, task sharing, complexity of decisions to be taken, as
well as time synchronicity. Consequently, the requirements on the linking technology
will grow - as will the possibilities for synergies and benefits for the members of linked
labs. In the following sections, we first define the range of LLLs and the roles, which
participants of lab experiments may take, and then show initial experiments and results
achieved in practice via lab linking.

2.1

LabLinking-Level (LLL)

LLL-1: Coordinated studies. Labs agree to collaborate by exchanging experience,
best practices, and lessons learnt, by discussing protocols, and by using compatible
equipment. They establish common terminology, data formats, annotation schemes, and
documentations for the purpose of sharing (common or complementary) data and
experimental paradigms. Typically, LLL-1 connected labs carry out joint projects with
same scenario but separate experiments. Requirements: Willingness of partners to
adjust their procedures to common protocols. Benefits: Leveraging complementary
knowledge and insights, learning from each other and exchanging experience often
results in synergies, which make the whole more than the sum of its parts.
LLL-2: Asynchronous data coupling. Beyond coordination, researchers from
LLL-2 connected labs study the same experiment from different perspectives and
equipment (e.g., different modalities, sensors). While data are recorded separately, for
example when same stimuli are presented to participants of two participating labs, the
data will be synchronized afterwards through means of data synchronization.
Consequently, data are treated as asynchronous but parallel recordings and analyzed
accordingly. An example of LLL-2 collaboration takes place in the research area Human
Modeling within the CRC 1320 Everyday Activity Science and Engineering (EASE), as
described in Section 3. Requirements: Hard- and software to perform synchronization of
data streams, using for example LabStreamingLayer
(https://github.com/sccn/labstreaminglayer) or hardware synchronization via
light sensors or serial buses. Benefit: Details and insights from complementary data,
modalities, and spatially distributed perspectives which give two sides of the same coin.
LLL-3: Synchronous bi-directional data coupling. Level LLL-3 allows moving
from asynchronous to synchronous experiment designs, which combine one or more
recordings within the same spatially distributed setup. A low-latency ”real-time”
synchronization via internet connection allows interaction between the involved
participants and labs. Requirements: Stable, high-throughput network connection,
ability for synchronized and coordinated execution of experiments. Benefit: Allows
performing interaction scenarios between labs (e.g., involving decision making or
consensus finding).
LLL-4: Immersive synchronous interaction and collaboration. Level LLL-4
increases the degree of immersion and the interaction bandwidth between participants
to create the impression of a co-located experiment, despite spatial separation. This is
achieved through Virtual and Augmented Reality as well as multimodal tracking and
interpretation of the participants’ behavior and state. Requirements: Complex
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experiment setup for tracking and measuring participants as well as for creating the
virtual laboratory environment. Benefit: Spatially distributed real-time experiments
feel similar to co-located experiments and yield valid results.
LLL-5+: LabLinking based on future emerging technologies. LLLs are
expected to increase over time as the tightness level of LabLinking will likely benefit
from future emerging technologies, for example through distributed physical interaction
which feels almost real. Thus, spatial distance will become less noticeable and
boundaries between labs will start to blur. Such future developments will pave the way
for large-scale LabLinking between numerous labs across the world.

2.2

Participants’ Roles

Independent of the above described LabLinking level, participants can have different
roles within an experiment. To characterize the different roles, we formulate three
aspects: 1) agency considers if the participant has the ability to make their own
decisions and have them influence the course of the experiment. 2) linkage considers if
the participant has the ability to influence/be influenced by another participant or
whether they are acting independently. 3) placement considers whether the participant
is situated inside the experiment scene or takes part from an outside perspective.
Agency
own decisions

no own decisions

Linkage
not interacting

Placement

Linkage

interacting

not interacting

Placement

Placement

interacting

Placement

in-scene
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in-scene
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Fig 1. Overview of possible participant roles in different LabLinking configurations.
As illustrated in Figure 1, the different combination of role characteristics can be
combined to certain role prototypes. The depicted tree goes from relation of the
participant to themselves (agency), to the relation to other participants (linkage), and
finally to their relation to the environment. We will go through all role prototypes with
examples in the following:
1. Reacting experimenter: Such a participant is observing another participant.
S/he acts upon his/her own scene which is not influenced by the observed
participant. For example, a kid (reacting experimenter) learns to set the dinner
table by watching and imitating an adult in a remote setting.
2. Parallel experimenter: Here, participants act independently of each other
without the means of coordinating with each other. This is the only role available
in LLL1. For example, two participants perform the same task in different labs
and data is annotated according to a joint annotation scheme.
3. Interactor: In this role, the participant influences the experiment for others
directly or indirectly. The interaction itself does not need to be symmetrical, i.e.,
the selection of actions, the times at which an action is possible, etc. can vary
between participants (requires at least LLL-3). For example, the interactor sends
recommendations to another participant through an microphone and earpiece.
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4. Controller: Such participant can be considered to be in a “control room”
influencing the scene, e.g., through triggered events, without being part of it and
without being restricted to the perception capabilities of an agent in the scene.
For example, the controller sends buttons to highlight task actions which another
participant is instructed to execute.
5. Mirror: Here, the passive participant is asked to imagine being in the shoes of
the active participant. This is the role configuration which was employed in the
offline EASE data collection, see Section 3.3 (requires at least LLL-2). For
example, a mirror participant is watching a video feed from the point-of-view
camera of another participant and imagines performing the same task.
6. Observer: In this configuration, the participant is still passive, but is now asked
to observe, judge, remember, or otherwise process the actions of the active
participant in the other laboratory (requires at least LLL-2). For example, an
observer watches another participant performing a task and is judging their
actions.
7. Executor: A participant in this role executes actions within the scene, but has
no agency over them, e.g., because they are determined and communicated by
another participant. For example, the other participant in the ”Controller”
example has the role of Executor.
8. State Feedback: A participant in this role influences the experiment scene they
observe unconsciously, as it reacts to their measured (cognitive or affective) state.
For example, a participant’s engagement level is measured while they observe
another participant executing a task. If engagement falls below a threshold, the
task speed is increased.

2.3

LabLinking Ecosystems

Linking labs and people is a very general concept and neither limited to the number of
interconnected labs and participants, nor is it bound to physical time or space.
First, LabLinking allows experiments to be performed concurrently, bringing
together different configurations of decentralized users, i.e. individuals, dyads, triads, or
larger groups and teams of participants. Second, LabLinking can take place in reality
and/or in a common virtual or augmented reality AR/VR). Consequently, labLinked
decision-making situations could be detected and investigated in a multi-dimensional
manner by complementary measuring instruments available in various laboratories, the
synergies of local expertise could be combined, and larger study volumes with
participants from different locations could be achieved. Also, embracing AR/VR
technology ensures that LabLinking will benefit from the expected disruptive
advancements of this technology in the years to come. Third, the remote physical
distance between the participating labs allows qualitatively new perspectives, since
differences between the forms of interaction can be ecologically validated. Last but not
least, LabLinking is a very suitable and applicable concept for the teaching and
education of students and early career scientists across disciplines. Teaching could
happen without borders, and remotely in times when people cannot meet face-to-face.
Thus, laboratory and software should be routinely integrated into massive online
education and training in the form of exercises, internships, theses, and project studies.
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3

LabLinking in Practice

In this section, we present practical examples of LabLinking that allow to observe people
performing everyday activities in a novel way that would not have been possible without
the concept of LabLinking. In particular, we describe the benefits of the simultaneous
recordings of biosignal data corresponding to everyday activities. These recordings
leverage several modalities captured by various sensors, ranging from wearable low-cost
acceleration sensors to high-dimensional costly functional brain imaging devices [7].

3.1

Participating Labs

In this first phase of LabLinking, we have successfully linked two participating labs
already (and are getting ready to link in another two labs soon), where one lab focuses
on AR/VR and another experienced in synchronized acquisition of data from large
subject groups. We begin this section by introducing the two labs at the core of our
long-term LabLinking strategy.
3.1.1

Biosignals Lab @ CSL

The Biosignals Lab at the Cognitive Systems Lab (CSL) consists of an interaction space
(5x4m) which allows to blend real with virtual reality interactions (see Figure 2). The
Biosignals lab is fully equipped with a range of sensory devices to capture biosignals
resulting from human behaviour like speech, motion, eye gaze, muscle and brain
activities under both controlled and less restricted open-space conditions. The sensors,
devices, and equipment available include Hololenses, stationary and head-mounted
cameras, near- and far-field microphones for speech and audio event recording, a
marker-based 9-camera OptiTrack motion capture system, wireless motion tracking
based on PLUX (https://plux.info/) inertial sensors, electrodermal activity (EDA)
sensors, mobile eye-tracking with Pupil Labs (https://pupil-labs.com/) headsets,
muscle activity acquisition with stationary 256-channel and mobile 4-channel
electromyography (EMG) devices from OT Bioelettronica
(https://www.otbioelettronica.it) and PLUX, and brain activity recording based
on a BrainProducts (https://www.brainproducts.com/) actiCHamp 64-channel
electroencephalography (EEG) and mobile EEGs based on OpenBCI
(https://openbci.com/) and g.Tec’s g.Nautilus (https://www.gtec.at). See [3] for
more details on the Biosignals Lab, the hard- and software setup as well as the various
devices. Furthermore, the Biosignals Lab comprises a large shielding cabin to record
high-quality biosignals in clean and controlled conditions.
3.1.2

The NeuroImaging and EEG-Lab

The NeuroImaging and EEG-Lab is hosted by the Department of Neuropsychology and
Behavioral Neurobiology and forms part of the Center of Advanced Imaging project
(CAI). The CAI was equipped with a 3 Tesla Siemens Allegra® headscanner, followed
by a 3 Tesla Siemens Skyra® scanner in a joined initiative with Fraunhofer MEVIS.
The research focus on the neural correlates of executive control and different sort of
conflict processing and interference resolution in complex decision making both in
laboratory and semi-natural context [8]. Most investigations are performed using both
fMRI and EEG devices [9].

3.2

A Case of LLL-1 - Human Everyday Activities

Our first example describes LabLinking Level 1 (LLL-1), which is applied to the first
phase of the collaborative research center 1320 “Everyday Science and Engineering
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Fig 2. The Biosignals Lab at the Cognitive Systems Lab (CSL), University Bremen
(EASE)” http://ease-crc.org). EASE focuses on facilitation of robotic mastery of
everyday activities as its unifying mission. For this purpose, we observe humans’
performance of everyday activities using a multitude of sensors and devices. The
resulting biosignals are derived from corresponding brain, muscle, and speech activities.
Their analyses provide insights into complementary aspects of behavior required for
humans to masterfully perform everyday activities with little effort or attention. Several
labs, including the Biosignals and the NeuroImaging Labs, jointly investigate a common
scenario, the table setting task. The participating labs study a variety of aspects
through a panoply of modalities. A common annotation standard and an ontology form
the means to integrate different levels of abstraction and diverse experiments. Selected
manual annotation of data is applied to bootstrap semi-automatic annotation
procedures based on the human-in-the-loop concept. Joint toolkits like EaseLAN (based
on the ELAN Framework, [10]) were created to support data visualization, annotation,
and time-aligned arrangement in score files coined ”Partitur”, as shown in Figure 4. By
integrating results from a wide range of data sources and complex analyses using a
multitude of complementary methods, we envision to effectively transfer an extensive
contextually dense reserve of human everyday activity experience and problem solving
approaches to robotic agents. A collection of high-dimensional biosignals data from
about 100 participants along with rich and time-aligned annotations will be made
available open-source to support common standards.

3.3

A Case of LLL-2 - Everyday Activity in MRT

Brain activity measurements using methods such as fMRI or EEG allow inspection of
what people pay attention to as they perform tasks, how they may adapt to ambiguous
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Fig 3. The Neuroimaging Lab, fMRI measurement during video observation
situations or unforeseen obstacles, what might influence their decision making processes,
and how their own motor imagery when viewing performance of activities compares with
in-situ motor execution. In the Biosignals Lab, we already capture a 16-channel EEG
with a mobile device attached to the head of the person executing the activity. This
gives us important information, e.g., to infer the person’s workload or to analyze motor
activation during physical activities. However, physical activity impacts the EEG signal,
also the spatial resolution of EEG is limited and the number of available channels does
not allow robust source localization of brain activity during task execution. A higher
density of electrodes would extend setup time beyond practicable limits.
On LLL-2, prerecorded performances of everyday activities can therefore be used in
neuroimaging studies at the NeuroImaging Lab to achieve a more comprehensive picture
of brain activity. For this purpose, videos from the perspective of the acting person are
recorded in Biosignals Lab via head mounted camera by an experimenter who acts out
scenarios that resemble those of participants of table setting experiments. Scenarios
encompass a variety of confidently finished runs as well as runs causing erroneous
behavior induced by missing or misplaced objects, or plans prevented from execution.
Visible actions consist of articulate and easily traceable movements of the arms and
hands as well as smooth camera pans of the head to establish and validate a
standardized set of videos. This standardized set is then presented to participants of
EEG and fMRI studies at the NeuroImaging lab, who employ motor imagery [11] to
actively put themselves into the perceived scenes. Semantically unique episodes within
the videos (e.g., pick, place) are manually annotated and the recorded brain activity of
the participants is correlated with those episodes.
EEG and fMRI are used as complementary tools in these viewing scenarios in order
take advantage of the higher spatiotemporal signal information stemming from the
integration of their individual data and to introduce a combined fMRI constrained
source analysis [9]. Results reveal a wide range of activated brain networks with a high
temporal and spatial resolution, which are further analyzed in terms of dimensionality
of involved networks during the planning and execution of complex everyday activities
and the handling of errors and ambiguous situations. Not only will this elucidate brain
function during complex tasks for members of the neuroscience community, but it will
also provide researchers in the field of robotics with a template of the organ whose
function they are trying to mimic.
After successful validation of these standardized videos and further improvements of
the automatic video annotation, later phases will likely allow participants to use their
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own datasets from previous active table setting experiments for an individually
customized simulation of complex activities.
There are several pre-requisites to analyze the data in a synchronized fashion. These
involve different aspects, such as: 1) Temporal synchronization, 3) Format
synchronization, and 3) Semantic synchronization.
ad 1) For temporal synchronization, i.e. the alignment of time series recorded from
different sensors, modalities, and laboratories, we employ a network-based
synchronization using the LabStreamingLayer architecture. LSL uses a clock
synchronization protocol to locally align time stamps across different computers in a
network. Compared to other synchronization options, such as synchronization through
light sensors or serial port signals, network-based synchronization scales best when
integrating devices with very different native protocols and technical platforms.
ad 2) For format synchronization, we need to consider common, documented ways of
storing and transmitting the generated data. For this purpose, we rely on automated
data processing pipeline which enforces desired data characteristics, such as video codec,
sampling rate, channel ordering, etc. For storing data, we use the NEEM-Hub of EASE,
which is a distributed storage for heterogeneous data.
ad 3) For semantic synchronization, we need joint annotation schemes for manual
and automatic annotation of the data streams (e.g., segments, classes, etc.). Semantic
synchronization can be enforced by linking the annotations to an ontology, like SOMA
(https://ease-crc.github.io/soma/), which precisely defines each concept used for
annotation.
This analysis can be performed offline as described in Figure 5: First, multimodal
data is recorded of a person setting the table, including videos from different
perspectives. These videos are then shown to a person in the MRI scanner afterwards
and the data is synchronized through the timestamps of the individual data samples in
the video. However, this approach only works for LLL-2 but obviously is not sufficient
once we want to expand the setup toward LLL-3+ for studying interactive behavior.

3.4

A Case of LLL-3 - Real-Time LabLinking

In this section, we describe how we created a setup for performing low-latency aka
real-time LabLinking between the Biosignals Lab and the Neuroimaging Lab, as shown
in Figure 6. For this purpose, we set up a video stream from one or multiple cameras in
the Biosignals Lab to the Neuroimaging Lab where a second participant observed these
video projected into the MRI scanner through a mirrored monitor screen inside the MRI
tube. For time-synchronized recording and interpretation of signals, CSL develops
extensive software suites, such as the recording software based on the middleware of
“Lab Streaming Layer (LSL)”.
Real-time LabLinking required the setup of a number of technical prerequisites:
First, we need to provide a low-latency network connection that requires real-time
transmission of high resolution video (through a video streaming connection based on
gstreamer (https://gstreamer.freedesktop.org/)) between the participating
laboratories. This also involved setting up the necessary permissions and tunnels
through the universities network architecture. Second, the image transmitted from the
Biosignals Lab to the fMRI needed to be modified to fulfill not only the requirements
but also to function as a sensor in the Biosignals Lab and to function as an appropriate
stimulus to the participant in the MRI scanner. For this purpose, we explored two
different options: A first-person perspective recorded from the world camera of the first
participant’s head-mounted eye tracker (pupil labs) and an overhead view of the whole
scene from a camera mounted at the ceiling of the lab. Third, we needed to implement
multi-channel acoustic feedback channels for real-time communication between all
involved parties, the participants and scientists who are conducting the experiments.
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Fig 4. LLL-1: Partitur file with standardized annotation and time-alignment of
multi-modal biosignals.
To demonstrate a real-time interaction paradigm through LLL-3, we created a food
choice variant of the table setting scenario. Here, we modify the table setting scenario
to include a number of decisions between more and less healthy food choices for setting
up a breakfast table (e.g., white-flour toast vs. whole-grain bread). The participant in
the Biosignals Lab is physically manipulating and inspecting the potential food items.
The participant in the fMRI can perceive the same information through the video from
head-mounted camera. By using response buttons inside the fMRI scanner, they can
backchannel decisions on which food to take to the acting participant. Note that the
roles of the two participants in this setup are different than for the original one: The
participant in the MRI scanner is no longer asked to mirror the activities of the active
person, but can actively influence the course of the experiment. This scenario shows
that LLL-3 supports different role distributions between participants, depending on the
desired measurement. In an expanded version of the present scenario these food choices
are also triggered by color labeled food items, e.g., using a nutri score.

3.5

A Case of LLL-4 - Augmented and Virtual Realities

The next paramount and timely extension of LabLinking concerns the establishment of
a maximal immersive experience to ameliorate the spatial distance between participants.
A high degree of immersion is crucial to ensure that the behavior and involved cognitive
processes are as comparable as possible between a conventional and a LabLinking
experiment. Recently, computer-generated interactive environments have been
established in research and development in which users can view and perceive their
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Fig 6. LLL-3: Synchronous / Real-time LabLinking
reality together with physical properties - so-called virtual realities (VR). Virtual
realities can be mixed with physical reality, which is then referred to as mixed or
augmented (AR). A/VR technologies make it possible to embed users in different worlds
(immersion) and let them carry out actions that have an impact on the virtual world
(interactivity). This may give A/VR users the illusion that their interactions have an
impact on the real world, i.e., that what seems to happen in the virtual world actually
happens [12]. A/VR thus provide fundamental tools and mechanisms for LLL-4 to
enable users to interact with each other in common worlds while operating and
manipulating machines and their environment.
Both AR and VR require tracking of the participants to register their location and
movements. Tracking is important to simulate the person’s motion in the view of the
other person or to position virtual elements relative to the participant. Just as for the
cameras in the proposed design, we can re-use the sensors of the data collection for this
purpose. For example, we can employ marker-based (OptiTrack) tracking or markerless
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tracking (with depth cameras). Both types of tracking systems are already in place in
the Biosignals Lab setup.
Despite the great possibilities, A/VR has an important shortcoming, i.e. it lacks the
social context of local interaction. In particular, the virtual world only sees the
projection of users and their immediate actions but not those social events that take
place in parallel, such as incoming phone calls or conversations with bystanders.
Technical interaction systems therefore require a robust assessment of the users’
behavior. Systems need to decide if the observed behavior (or its correlates) relates to
the interaction represented in A/VR. The lack of social context in A/VR technologies is
not only a shortcoming but also an opportunity: A/VR enable to decouple individual
components of the interaction, i.e. social signals could be systematically varied in
virtual worlds. This paves the road to validate and predict the impact of social signals
on interaction in a more rigorous, systematic, and ecological way as was possible in the
past. An important tool to establish this research is the multimodal observation of
participants and the processing of the recorded biosignal data through machine learning
models. Previous work has shown the feasibility of real-time classification of workload,
attention, or affect and the available sensors in the LabLinking setup already provide
the necessary data. Augmenting the real or virtual experiment setup with such
information in LLL-4 can support taking the other person’s perspective or to interact
with them naturally [13]. Figure 7 shows two examples of using AR and VR together
with multimodal observation of participants which will be integrated in planned LLL-4
setups.

(a) AR setup with multimodal
(b) VR setup with multimodal
observation of attention [14].
observation of mental workload [15].
Fig 7. LLL-4: Two examples of using AR/VR technology in combination with
multimodal observation of participants.

4

Conclusion & Outlook

LabLinking is not limited to the constellation described in this paper, but rather we can
think of various other line-ups: For example, LabLinking can be employed to overcome
bottlenecks in the form of available sensors. Well-equipped laboratories like the
KD2Lab (https://www.kd2lab.kit.edu) which features 40 cabins each fitted with
various biosignal sensors for large-scale interaction experiments may benefit from the
option to include specialized devices and experience, such as EEG or stationary
equipment like fMRI. Sharing of research resources through LabLinking allows a more
sustainable use of expensive sensor equipment and expert time: Individual labs can
concentrate on their core strengths and link in needed additional modalities.
Furthermore, LabLinking facilitates inter-cultural research as it makes it easier to
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connect labs in different countries or on different continents. Another way in which
LabLinking can benefit the research community is that it encourages scientists to
provide and support open and universal formats for data storage and data transmission,
and it enables to expose students to latest technologies and equipment, and to integrate
them into collaborative studies. These open source and sharing strategies are
contributions towards effective open science practices.
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